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Mid-infrared vibrational spectra of He–HN2
1 and He2–HN2

1 have been recorded by monitoring their
photofragmentation in a tandem mass spectrometer. For He–HN2

1 three rotationally resolved bands
are seen: the fundamentaln1 transition ~N–H stretch! at 3158.41960.009 cm21, the n11nb
combination band~N–H stretch plus intermolecular bend! at 3254.67160.050 cm21, and then11ns
combination band~N–H stretch plus intermolecular stretch! at 3321.46660.050 cm21. The
spectroscopic data facilitate the development of approximate one-dimensional radial intermolecular
potentials relevant to the collinear bonding of He to HN2

1 in its ~000! and~100! vibrational states.
These consist of a short range potential derived from an RKR inversion of the spectroscopic data,
together with a long range polarization potential generated by considering the interaction between
the He atom and a set of multipoles distributed on the HN2

1 nuclei. The following estimates for
binding energies are obtained:D09 5 378 cm21 @He1HN2

1~000!#, and D08 5 431 cm21

@He1HN2
1~100!#. While then1 band of He2–HN2

1 is not rotationally resolved, the fact that it is
barely shifted from the corresponding band of He–HN2

1 suggests that the trimer possesses a
structure in which one of the He atoms occupies a linear proton-bound position forming a He–HN2

1

core, to which a second less strongly bound He is attached. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~96!01908-9#

I. INTRODUCTION

Dimers consisting of molecular species joined together
with a He atom have commanded experimental and theoreti-
cal attention since the exploration of I2–He via its electronic
absorptions.1 More recently, spectroscopic studies have em-
braced He–Cl2,

2 He–Br2,
3 He–I2

4 through their electronic
absorptions, and He–CO,5 He–HF,6 He–HCl,6 He–CO2,

7

and He–HCN8 with absorptions in the infrared. Generally,
He containing dimers are extremely fragile, possessing at
most a few bound levels, and typically feature dissociation
energies less than a few tens of wave numbers. Undoubtedly,
part of the appeal in forming and characterizing these species
stems from the novelty of studying intermolecular interac-
tions involving the extremely unreactive He atom. Perhaps
more importantly, their characterization furnishes informa-
tion on the intermolecular potential energy surface~PES!,
and in so doing enhances our understanding of bimolecular
energy transfer processes.

The situation regarding the spectroscopic observation of
helium containing ionic complexes is somewhat less ad-
vanced than it is for their neutral counterparts. This is unfor-
tunate given the considerable experimental9,10 and
theoretical11 effort expended on the investigation of elastic
and inelastic processes accompanying collisions between He
and various molecular ions. The spectroscopic characteriza-
tion of the corresponding cation dimers, which might be ex-
pected to provide useful insights into the potential energy
surface governing collisional encounters, has often been
hampered by experimental difficulties attending their cre-
ation and observation in a hostile plasma environment. The

approach adopted in our laboratory has involved resonance
enhanced photodissociation of mass selected cluster ions in a
tandem mass spectrometer, with the cooled cluster ions being
produced in an electron beam crossed pulsed supersonic
expansion.12 By these means, electronic absorptions of the
Hen–N2

1 cation complexes have been obtained to yield infor-
mation on the cluster’s PES.13,14

The current study focuses on the proton-bound He–HN2
1

complex, as revealed through its mid-infrared vibrational
predissociation spectrum. The subject is one of a series of
small proton-bound complexes recently studied in our labo-
ratory that includes He–HCO1,15Ar–HCO1,16 H2–HCO

1,17

and H2–HN2
1 .18 Spectroscopic evidence shows that in all

cases the complexes prefer a configuration in which the pro-
ton can be most effectively shared between the bonded moi-
eties: linear for the rare gas containing complexes and T
shaped for the H2 containing ones. A preliminary view of
He–HN2

1 was provided in an earlier publication devoted to a
rotational analysis of then1 transition~N–H stretch!.19 It is
evident from then1 band that the He–HN2

1 dimer is linear
~or quasilinear! and possesses a relatively short, stiff inter-
molecular bond, with the ground state rotational and cen-
trifugal constants implying an approximate center-of-mass
intermolecular spacing of̂R&53.25 Å ~^R&'^R22&21/2!,
and a radial stretching force constant of at least 4.8 N/m
~comparable to that of hydrogen bonded dimers, e.g.,
kint523.11 N/m for HCN–HF20!. Appreciable interaction be-
tween the inter- and intramolecular modes of the system is
emphasized by the 75.5 cm21 complexation induced red shift
in the HN2

1n1 frequency, and a 0.04 Å contraction in the
intermolecular bond accompanyingn1 excitation.

While providing useful preliminary information con-
cerning the He•••HN2

1 potential, the earlier study left many
questions unanswered, particular regarding the anisotropy of

a!Present address: School of Chemistry, The University of Melbourne,
Parkville, Victoria 3052, Australia.
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the intermolecular potential. For instance, it was not imme-
diately clear to what extent the rotational and centrifugal
distortion constants were influenced by the extreme angular-
radial coupling of the type previously noted for the~rare
gas!–HCN complexes21 ~which are isoelectronic with the
~rare gas!–HN2

1 and ~rare gas!–HCO1 ions!. For these neu-
tral systems the intermolecular bending motion is associated
with large angular excursions even in the ground state. This,
together with a radial equilibrium distance that is markedly
shorter in the T-shaped arrangement, causes a substantial in-
crease in the rotational constant upon excitation of the inter-
molecular bend~'25% for Ar–HCN22!, and large centrifu-
gal distortion constants, that reflect not so much a radial
stretching of the intermolecular bond, but rather are a conse-
quence of the fact that rotational motion tends to bring the
HCN axis into alignment with the intermolecular axis. In
order to investigate whether similar effects are of conse-
quence in He–HN2

1 , we have concentrated on recording
midinfrared combination bands involving then1 vibration,
and the intermolecular stretch and bend vibrations~ns and
nb!. The spectral data suggest that the bending coordinate in
the ionic complex is somewhat stiffer than it is in the HCN
containing neutrals and that over the range sampled by the
ground and first excited intermolecular bending wave func-
tions there is little change in the radial equilibrium distance.

Eventually it would be desirable to use spectroscopic
data to construct a complete intermolecular potential energy
surface for the He•••HN2

1 interaction. Here, as a first step in
this direction, we generate one dimensional~1-D! radial po-
tentials appropriate for the interaction of He with HN2

1 in its
~000! and ~100! vibrational states, proceeding in the fashion
developed for constructing spectroscopically based radial po-
tentials for neutral van der Waals complexes.23,24 This in-
volves partitioning the potential into short and long range
portions, the former part, valid in potential regions accessed
in the spectroscopic transitions, being determined empiri-
cally by direct inversion of spectroscopic data using the ro-
tational RKR procedure,23 while the long range part is as-
sumed to have a form consistent with the long range
polarization interaction. The 1-D potentials enable one to
estimate properties of the complex that have not yet been
measured, including its dissociation energy and frequencies
for higher intermolecular stretching states.

One advantage of undertaking spectroscopic explora-
tions of ionic clusters in a mass spectrometer system is the
ease and security with which the consequences of stepwise
solvation can be explored. Recently we have investigated
such effects in the Arn–HCO

1 ~n51–13! series, focusing on
the development with solvent atom number of then1 band
position ~solvent inducedn1 band shift!, combination band
frequencies, and vibrational band shapes.16 The data evoke a
picture of the larger Arn–HCO

1 clusters as consisting of a
linear proton-bound Ar–HCO1 core surrounded by less
strongly bound Ar atoms arranged in primary and secondary
solvation rings. Shell closure to form an icosahedral type
structure occurs at Ar12–HCO

1. Unfortunately, attempts to
carry out corresponding investigations on the Hen–HN2

1 se-
ries have been frustrated by meagre ion currents for the

larger clusters. Nevertheless, it has been possible to obtain a
midinfrared spectrum for He2–HN2

1 which, although not ro-
tationally resolved, is suggestive of a configuration in which
one of the He atoms adopts a linear proton-bound position
forming a He–HN2

1 core, to which a second, more loosely
bound He is attached.

II. EXPERIMENT

Spectra of He–HN2
1 and He2–HN2

1 are obtained by ex-
citing predissociative resonances in a guided ion beam appa-
ratus. The experimental scheme has been outlined in a num-
ber of earlier papers dealing with the visible and uv
dissociation of small ionic complexes,12 with modifications
to the arrangement facilitating measurements in the ir being
detailed in recent publications concerning the H2–HCO

1,17

He–HN2
1 ,19 and He–HCO115 complexes. Ion clusters are

created in a pulsed supersonic expansion crossed by elec-
trons issuing from twin filaments positioned close to the
nozzle orifice. After extraction from the plasma via a skim-
mer biased at25 V with respect to the remainder of the ion
source, the ions are injected into a quadrupole mass filter
where selection of the desired parent species is accom-
plished. The beam is then steered through 90° by a quadru-
pole bender and injected into an octopole ion guide where it
is overlapped by the counterpropagating ir beam. Any result-
ing HN2

1 photofragment ions are transmitted by a second
quadrupole mass filter and are eventually sensed by a Daly
scintillation detector25 coupled to a boxcar integrator. Spectra
are obtained by scanning the frequency of the light source
while monitoring the HN2

1 photofragment current. As both
parent and photofragment ions are mass selected there is
practically no ambiguity concerning their identities.

The light source is a commercial seeded optical paramet-
ric oscillator ~OPO! system~Continuum Mirage 3000!, ca-
pable of producing tuneable light in the midinfrared with a
bandwidth of around 0.02 cm21. The He–HN2

1 spectra are
calibrated by directing some fraction of the ir light into an
optoacoustic cell filled with ammonia vapour at 10 Torr~am-
monia line positions are taken from Ref. 26! and by directing
a fraction of the OPO oscillator output into an etalon to
facilitate interpolation between ammonia peaks. As the ions
pass through the octopole with 10 eV of translational energy,
a small Doppler correction to the measured wave numbers is
necessary~Dn̄/n 5 4.723 1025AE/mwith E in eV, mass in
u!. By using the octopole ion guide as a retarding field en-
ergy analyser an energy spread of less than60.5 eV was
determined for the parent ion beam, implying a Doppler
width of less than 0.004 cm21 at 3158 cm21 ~the n1 band
center!.

III. He–HN2
1

A. Results and analysis

The He–HN2
1 mid-infrared spectrum from 3100 to 3400

cm21 is displayed in Fig. 1. Three rotationally resolved
bands are apparent, the lowest lying one of which~3158
cm21! is easily the most intense. It has the form of a linear
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moleculeS←S band, features a prominent head in theP
branch, and has been interpreted in an earlier publication as
then1 ~N–H stretch! band.19 The band immediately to higher
energy~3255 cm21! has a noticeableQ branch and possesses
the characteristic structure of a linear molecule perpendicular
band ~P←S transition!. The highest energy band~3321
cm21! again possesses aS←S structure though in contrast to
the otherS←S band, features a head in theR branch. Rota-
tional line wave numbers for theP←S transition and weak
S←S band are provided in Tables I and II, respectively. Line
positions for then1 band have been given previously~Ref.
19!.

The analysis of then1 band~described in Ref. 19!, pro-
ceeded by fitting the rotational lines to the pseudodiatomic
expression

nobs5n01B8@J8~J811!2K82#2D8@J8~J811!

2K82#22B9@J9~J911!2K92#

1D9@J9~J911!2K92#2 ~1!

~with K85K950 for the S–S transition!. Constants ob-
tained from the fit are reproduced in Table III. Inclusion of
higher order terms in Eq.~1! did not greatly improve fitting
of line positions, with errors associated with the higher order
constants exceeding the constants themselves.

For then1 band, the differences between the measured
line positions and those calculated using the fitted values are
small, suggesting that the rotational levels of the upper state
are relatively unperturbed. Interestingly, this is not the case
for the corresponding transition of He–HCO1 where then1
rotational levels are afflicted by a series of isolated perturba-
tions, presumably due to interaction with levels associated
with intermolecular vibrations built on the~011! vibrational
state of the HCO1 core.15

Line positions for theP←S band are listed in Table I.
The P andR branch lines~which terminate in thee parity
levels! are easily discerned, making the rotational numbering
relatively straightforward. On the other hand, due to conges-

FIG. 1. Vibrational predissociation spectrum of He–HN2
1 between 3100 and

3400 cm21. The spectrum was obtained by irradiating mass selected
He–HN2

1 complexes with photoabsorption being inferred through the detec-
tion of HN2

1 photofragments transmitted by a second quadrupole.

TABLE I. Wave numbers~cm21! for P andR branch rotational lines of the
He–HN2

1 n11nb band~N–H stretch in combination with the intermolecular
bend!. Differences between measured wave numbers and ones calculated
using the fitted constants~Table III! are provided in brackets. The wave
numbers of unassignedQ branch peaks andQ maximum are also provided.

J P(J) R(J) Unassigned lines

0 3255.056~29! 3254.388a

1 55.761 ~14! 54.511
2 3252.924~07! 56.456 ~217! 54.634
3 52.236 ~06! 57.170 ~233! 54.703
4 51.529 ~222! 57.985 ~48! 54.766
5 50.847 ~230! 58.611 ~260! 54.893
6 50.251 ~44! 59.432 ~32! 55.128
7 49.472 ~267! 60.159 ~37! 55.351
8 48.893 ~24! 60.812 ~221! 55.484
9 48.211 ~17! 61.522 ~205!
10
11 46.805~204!

aQ branch maximum.

TABLE II. Wave numbers~cm21! for P andR branch rotational lines of the
He–HN2

1 n11ns band~N–H stretch in combination with the intermolecular
stretch!. Differences between measured wave numbers and ones calculated
using fitted constants~Table III! are given in brackets.

J P(J) R(J)

0 3322.23~08!
1 3320.68~208! 22.80 ~01!
2 20.08 ~05! 23.46 ~03!
3 19.21 ~207! 24.01 ~201!
4 18.51 ~01! 24.55 ~205!
5 17.69 ~201! 25.17 ~03!
6 16.90 ~03! 25.64 ~202!
7 16.06 ~05! 26.09 ~204!
8 15.17 ~05! 26.55 ~202!
9 14.08 ~211! 26.95 ~202!
10 13.22 ~203! 27.36 ~03!
11 12.33 ~08!
12 11.26 ~04!
13 10.15 ~200!
14 09.00 ~203!
Head 28.46

TABLE III. Fitted constants for the ground,n1, n11nb , andn11ns levels of
He–HN2

1 . Constants for the ground andn1 states are reproduced from Ref.
19. Values for then11nb andn11ns levels were obtained by fittingP andR
branch rotational line wave numbers~Table I and II! to Eq. ~1!, with the
ground state constants fixed at the values derived from then1 band analysis.
The 2s error in the final two digits of the fitted constant is given in brackets.

Vibrational
level n0 ~cm21! B ~cm21! D ~3106! cm21

0 0.3517~05! 5.8 ~0.5!
n1 3158.419~09! 0.3579~05! 3.9 ~0.6!
n11nb 3254.671~50! 0.3559~21! 28 ~20!
n11ns 3321.466~50! 0.3393~15! 18 ~09!
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tion in the head region, assignment of theQ branch rota-
tional lines~accessing thef parity levels! was not possible.
The ground state combination differences formed from theR
andP branch lines are in good agreement with those of the
n1 band encouraging one to presume that both bands share a
common lower vibrational state. Rotational analysis pro-
ceeded by fitting the lines to expression~1! ~taking K950
andK851!, with the lower state constants fixed at the values
determined from then1 band analysis. Constants determined
in this manner are provided in Table III.

Inspection of Table I shows that the deviations between
the calculated and measured transition energies are in some
cases quite large@e.g.,'20.067 cm21 for P~7!#, with P and
R branch lines terminating in a common upper state being
displaced by similar amounts. This immediately suggests that
several of the upper state levels are perturbed. The presence
of isolated perturbations, without the observation of transi-
tions to all interacting levels, makes it impossible to provide
firm values for then11nb constants~B, D, andn0!. Future
n11nb spectra recorded at an improved signal to noise ratio
may permit the identification of transitions to the complete
set of interacting levels, thereby enabling deperturbation to
yield zero order constants.

It is worthwhile noting that theQ branch band shape is
poorly reproduced using the constants derived from theP
andR branches, with simulated contours being degraded to
lower rather than to higher energy as experimentally ob-
served. While a determination of thef manifold constants is
precluded by the overlapping of lines in the head region, one
obtains a much better match between the measured and cal-
culated contours if the upper stateB value is increased some-
what~to around 0.36 cm21!, and theD value is decreased~to
roughly 831026 cm21!.

Analysis of the weakS←S band~Fig. 1! proceeded in
much the same fashion as for theS←P band, although due
to the band’s weakness and the relatively broad rotational
lines, uncertainties in line positions are larger than for the
other two transitions. The line positions~Table II! were fitted
to expression~1! ~with K85K950!, again with the lower
state parameters fixed to those determined from the main
band analysis. Constants determined in the fit are listed in
Table III.

We now consider in more detail the identities of the
weakP←S andS←S transitions. To expedite the discussion
the nearby overtone and combination vibrational levels of
the HN2

1 cation are listed in Table IV. The possibility that
either band is an overtone or combination band involving
vibrations restricted solely to the chromophore HN2

1 ~i.e., no
intermolecular motion! appears to be remote, as the appro-
priate higher order transitions@e.g., then21n3 01

611 ~2947
cm21!, 4n2 04

00 ~2726 cm21! and perhaps 5n2 05
610 ~'3400

cm21! bands# are expected to be extremely weak and indeed
they have not been observed for the monomer. Furthermore,
in order for these levels to be responsible for the two weak
bands, they would need to be shifted by several hundred
wave numbers, which is improbable for a He containing
complex. As well, given their large displacement fromn1 and
the tolerable agreement between the ground state combina-

tion differences for all three bands, it seems unlikely that
either of the transitions is a hot band with a lower level
involving intermolecular vibration~e.g., n11ns2ns or
n11nb2nb!. One is thus encouraged to conclude that unless
addition of a He atom leads to extraordinarily large shifts in
the HN2

1 vibrational frequencies, the two bands are due to
combinations of intermolecular vibrations withn1. Given
their energies and structures it is almost certain that they are
indeed the n11nb ~n11intermolecular bend! and n11ns
~n11intermolecular stretch! combination bands.

The occurrence of then11nb band 96 cm21 higher than
n1 is surprising regarding its implication for a comparatively
stiff He•••HN2

1 bending coordinate. Normally, He containing
van der Waals molecules are distinguished by the flexibility
of the intermolecular bond, with the angular motion often
possessing considerable free internal rotor character. If the
band assignments proposed here are correct, the intermolecu-
lar bending coordinate in He–HN2

1 is far more rigid than in
any previously characterized He containing complex.
Knowledge of the bending frequency and molecular geom-
etry enables one to estimate the extent of the angular motion
in the ground state. For an undistorted, linear HN2

1 interact-
ing harmonically with a He atom

^f2&5h/~4p2mbn̄c!, ~2!

wheref is the angle between the HN2
1 axis and the bond

between the constituents’ centers of mass,n̄ is the wave
number of the bending vibration, andmb is its reduced mass.
The bending reduced mass~mb! for the rod1ball system is
given by30

mb5
1

~1/I11/~Mr 2!11/~mr2!!
, ~3!

I being the rod’s moment of inertia about its centre of mass,
M the rod’s mass, andm the atom’s mass. Substituting the
appropriate values for the He–HN2

1 complex ~I510.83
amu Å2, M529 amu,m54 amu, r53.2 Å!, one finds that
mb58.32 amu Å2 and ^f2&1/2511.80. While the zero point
excursion is certainly substantial, it is nonetheless signifi-
cantly less than the corresponding ones for rare gas atoms
bound to the isoelectronic HCN molecule~26.80 for Kr–
HCN, 31.00 for Ar–HCN, 46.80 for Ne–HCN and essentially
a free rotor for He–HCN21!.

TABLE IV. Vibrational frequencies for selected levels of the HN2
1 cation

taken from Refs. 27, 28, and 29.

Mode Frequency~cm21!

01610 688
001 2258
0400 2726
04620 2749
04640 2810
01611 2947
100 3234
0201 3622
02621 3645
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Excitation of the bending vibration in conjunction with
n1 leads to the exploration of angular configurations even
further from equilibrium. Assuming the small angle har-
monic approximation, the average bending angle forn11nb
can be estimated as^f2&1/2523.60. Significantly, theB values
for then1 manifold and then11nbe parity manifold are quite
close to one another, suggesting that there is little alteration
in the average radial equilibrium separation as the He atom
begins to traverse about the HN2

1 core. This is in marked
contrast to the situation in the Ar–HCN van der Waals mol-
ecule, where due to the combination of a sharp decrease in
the radial center-of-mass minimum distance as the system
moves away from linearity and an extraordinarily low bend-
ing frequency, the lowest van der Waals bending states have
B values that are 25% larger than the ground state ones.22

Unfortunately, as explained earlier, the overlapping of lines
in theQ branch head region prevents a determination of the
f parity manifold constants~which should not be affected by
Coriolis interactions withn11ns!.

B. One dimensional He •••HN2
1 potentials

In this section we utilise the rotational RKR
procedure23,24 to relate the spectroscopic data for then1 and
n11ns bands to approximate radial potentials for a He atom
interacting with HN2

1 in its ~000! and ~100! vibrational
states. Eventually, the empirical RKR potentials are extended
into the asymptotic region by joining them to a theoretical
long range potential appropriate for the interaction between a
set of multipoles distributed over the nuclei of the HN2

1 mol-
ecule and the polarizable He atom. This combined potential
allows one to estimate properties of the complex not directly
observed in the experiment, including its dissociation energy
and frequencies for intermolecular stretching vibrations over-
tones.

Although the midinfrared spectrum contains information
on intermolecular potentials relevant to the interaction of He
with HN2

1 in both its~000! and~100! states, our information
for the latter is more extensive due to observation of the
n11ns transition. This being the case, we first examine
He•••HN2

1~100!, developing potentials with and without the
n11ns information. Having established a reasonable strategy
for developing a He•••HN2

1 potential without then11ns in-
termolecular stretch information, we proceed to compose a
potential for He interacting with HN2

1 in its ~000! state.
The rotational RKR procedure,23,24 generates inner and

outer turning points on the family of rotationally modified
potentials

V~R;J!5V~R!1
b2J~J11!

R0
21R2 , ~4!

whereR is the distance between the HN2
1 center of mass and

the He atom,b 5 A(h)/(8p2mc) and the quantityR0 is re-
lated to the constituents’ moments of inertia~I 1 and I 2! and
reduced mass of the pseudodiatomic~m! by R0

5 A(I 11I 2)/(m). Note that the centrifugal term has been
appropriately altered to take into account the extended nature
of the constituents. Once they are generated it is a simple

matter to relate the turning points on the rotationally cor-
rected potentials to ones on the rotationless potential. The
rotational RKR method has the advantage that the informa-
tion contained in the higher order rotational constants~D,
H,•••etc.! is utilised to more effectively define the inverted
potential. Whereas in the traditional RKR approach asingle
pair of inner and outer turning points is produced for each
vibrational state, the modified rotational RKR procedure
generates a series ofJ dependent turning points. For a com-
plete account of the procedure the reader should consult
Refs. 23 and 24.

In order to analytically evaluate the RKR integrals it is
necessary to ascertain the dependence ofE(v,J) andB(v,J)
upon the vibrational quantum numberv. Initially, a harmonic
approximation allows the estimation of inner and outer turn-
ing points to which an anharmonic reference potential is least
square fitted. Employing this fitted reference potential, more
accurate anharmonic expressions for the vibrational depen-
dence ofE(v,J) and B(v,J) are obtained. With these, an
improved set of turning points is determined which is again
fitted by a reference potential. This process is repeated until
convergence is achieved. Explicit expressions for the turning
points in terms of the derivatives of the reference potential
and the experimentally determined rotational constants are
given in Refs. 23 and 24. Here, we employ a reference po-
tential function comprising quadratic and cubic powers of
the coordinate (r2r e)/r .

31 That is

V~r !5a1b* S r2r e
r D 21c* S r2r e

r D 3. ~5!

After several iterations, the residuals of the RKR points to
the fitted function were less than 0.1 cm21. The rotational
RKR points and fitted potential for He1HN2

1~100! are
shown in Fig. 2.

The experimental data~n1 andn11ns J50–20! provide
RKR turning points, and thus define the intermolecular po-

FIG. 2. Rotational RKR points for He1HN2
1~100! along with the fitted

harmonic plus cubic reference potential@Eq. ~5!#. The J50, 10, and 20
points are shown for thens50 level and theJ50 points forns51. Param-
eters for the fitted reference potential are listed in Table VI.
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tential, between 2.96 and 3.71 Å. The potential can be ex-
tended to longer ranges by calculating the classical polariza-
tion energy for the He•••HN2

1 interaction. Here, this is done
by considering the induction interaction between the He
atom and a set of multipoles distributed over the HN2

1 mol-
ecule so as to mimic its charge distribution. In the present
case multipoles up to quadrupole were determined using the
CADPAC program package32 and were sited on the three nu-
clei.

The basis functions employed in the calculation consist
of a triple zeta basis set, augmented by two diffuse and one
polarization function on each center: a
(10s,5p,2d,1f )→4s,3p,2d,1f plus two diffused and onef
function with exponents 1.65, 0.469 and 1.093, respectively,
on the N atoms and a (5s,2p,1d)→3s,2p,1d plus two dif-
fusep and oned function with exponents 1.407, 0.388, and
1.057, respectively, on the H atom. There was no great dif-
ference between multipoles calculated with HN2

1

bondlengths frozen at the experimental equilibrium distances
~rNN51.097 Å, rNH51.033 Å!, and with the optimizedab
initio geometry~rNN51.102 Å, rNH51.031 Å!. The distrib-
uted spherical tensor multipoles~up to quadrupole! are pro-
vided in Table V.

The electrical potential arising from a set of atom-
centred, spherical tensor multipoles located at different loca-
tionsS, can be written as33

f~r !5(
LM

ur2Su2L21QLM~S!@4p/~2L11!#1/2YLM~r

2S!* , ~6!

whereYLM~r2S! are spherical harmonics. The polarization
contribution to the long range intermolecular He•••HN2

1 po-
tential energy is related to the electric field by

Vind~r ,u!52 1
2 aE~r ,u!2 ~7!

wherea is the dipole polarizability of He@0.2048 Å3 ~Ref.
34!#. Eventually the He•••HN2

1 polarization potential atu50
was fitted to a power series in 1/r ~r being the distance
between the He atom and the HN2

1 center of mass!,

Vind~r !5c01 (
n52

4
c2n
r 2n

~8!

with termination of the expansion atn54 providing more
than sufficient accuracy. Thec0 value is adjusted so that the
polarization potential meets the RKR potential at the outer-
most turning point.

The complete He•••HN2
1~100! potential was constructed

by connecting the long range polarization potential to the
converged RKR reference potential at the outermost turning
point

V~r !5VRKR• f ~r !1Vind•g~r !, ~9!

where thef (r ) andg(r ) are the switching functions

f ~r !5 1
2 ~ tanh~r j2r !*w11!,

g~r !5 1
2 ~ tanh~r2r j !*w11!5 f ~2~r j2r !!. ~10!

Here,w is a parameter which determines the width of the
switching function andr j is the abscissa of the outermost
RKR turning point. Parameters for the three potentials are
provided in Table VI.

The combined RKR/polarization potential for
He1HN2

1~100!, constructed using then1 andn11ns data, is
shown in Fig. 3. It is interesting to note that the long range
polarization potential practically coincides with the RKR
curve between thens50 andns51 outer turning points, dem-
onstrating that in this region the intermolecular potential is
effectively dominated by the long range polarization interac-
tion. This suggests that it should be possible to recover a
reasonable intermolecular potentialwithout the n11ns data.
In order to test this hypothesis we proceeded to generate
rotational RKR points for He1HN2

1~100! using only then1
data with the optimized reference potential subsequently be-
ing joined to the long range polarization potential at the
ns50 outer turning point. Although there are modest differ-
ences in the predicted energy level spacings and dissociation
energies for the two potentials generated with and without
the n11ns data ~see below!, their general features concur
remarkably well. Encouraged by this, we proceeded to con-
struct a potential for He1HN2

1~000!. Again the empiricalB9
andD9 values were used to determine the rotational RKR

TABLE V. Atom centered spherical tensor multiple moments for the linear
HN2

1 molecule. Included are the charge~Q0!, dipole ~Q1!, and quadrupole
~Q2! moments.

N N H

Q0/e 0.244 0.389 0.366
Q1/ea0 20.019 0.007 0.245
Q2/ea0

2 20.519 20.193 20.108

TABLE VI. Parameters for the He1HN2
1~100! and He1HN2

1~000! 1-D ra-
dial potentials described in the text. The complete potentials consist of a
short range part@Eq. ~5!#, determined from the spectroscopic data via the
rotational RKR procedure, joined to a long range polarization part, with the
two portions connected together at the outermost RKR turning point. For
He1HN2

1~100! two RKR potentials were generated, one using then1 and
n11ns data ~column 2!, the other with only then1 data ~column 3!. For
He1HN2

1~000! the potential was constructed using only the data pertaining
to thens50 level ~column 4!.

He1HN2
1~100!

n1 andn11ns

He1HN2
1~100!

n1 He1HN2
1~000!

r 1 ~Å! 3.71 3.46 3.53
w 10 10 10
a ~cm21! 297.97 297.32 278.38
b ~cm21! 18 987.2 20 490.68 13 609.21
c ~cm21! 247 968.0 227 836.57 218 144.98
r e ~Å! 3.159 3.180 3.210
c0 ~cm21! 421.16 424.04 373.14
c4 ~cm21 Å4! 23.63104 23.63104 23.63104

c6 ~cm21 Å6! 4.33105 4.33105 4.33105

c8 ~cm21 Å8! 28.23106 28.23106 28.23106
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potential, which was later joined to the long range polariza-
tion potential. Complete sets of parameters for the three po-
tentials are provided in Table VI.

In order to investigate the properties of the combined
RKR/polarization potentials, the one dimensional Schro¨-
dinger equation was numerically solved in each case.35 The
predicted vibrational spacings, dissociation energies, and
equilibrium distances for He1HN2

1~100! and He1HN2
1~000!

are provided in Table VII. The agreement between the two
He1HN2

1~100! potentials is readily apparent. While the first
vibrational energy spacing for the potential derived using the
n1 and n11ns data is 163.6 cm21 ~experimental value of
163.04 cm21! it is 174 cm21 for the potential derived from
the n1 data alone. Moreover, theDe values for the two
He1HN2

1~100! potentials are within 1 cm21 of one another.
The agreement is encouraging as there are proton-bound
complexes for whichn11ns stretching combination band has
not yet been observed~e.g., He–HCO115! and in the future,
model potentials derived using onlyn1 data may help to fo-
cus spectroscopic searches in the appropriate region. Further-
more, the conformity of the He1HN2

1~100! potentials deter-
mined with and without then11ns data can be seen as strong

evidence that the weakS–S band has indeed been correctly
assigned asn11ns .

The model potentials enable one to compare the interac-
tion of HN2

1 in its ~000! and ~100! states with He. This is
probably most appropriately done by comparing potentials
obtained without then11ns data ~second and third rows of
Table VII!. The He interaction with the vibrationally excited
molecule is somewhat stronger, with a 0.03 Å shorter equi-
librium intermolecular distance and 52616 cm21 largerD0

compared to the ground state molecule~the error inD08–
D09 has been determined by calculating potentials withB and
D values set to their respective error limits!. While the dif-
ference in theD0 values for the He1HN2

1~100! and
He1HN2

1~000! potentials is less than the vibrational red shift
~Dn'75.5 cm21!, it should be remembered that the same
long range polarization potential, appropriate for HN2

1 in its
equilibrium configuration, was taken for both cases, and that
eventually it would be better to use vibrationally averaged
moments for HN2

1 in its ~000! and ~100! states. Finally it
should be pointed out that the preceding development ig-
nores coupling between the intermolecular stretching and
bending motions so that the 1-D potentials developed here
should be regarded as provisional. They will certainly be
superseded in the future by two~and hopefully higher! di-
mensional surfaces.

C. Vibrational predissociation

From the rotational linewidths, it is possible to infer
lower limits for the lifetime of the initially prepared state
@via the relationshipt5~2pDn!21#. To accurately gauge the
widths, slow scans at reduced power were taken over indi-
vidual rotational lines~see Fig. 4!. These were subsequently
fitted to Lorentzian profiles to yield widths of 0.1460.02
cm21 ~n1!, 0.0760.02 cm21 ~n11nb! and 0.2860.08 cm21

~n11ns!. No noticeable variation in the widths with rotational
level was apparent in any of the three bands. If the broaden-
ing is homogeneous, the widths correspond approximately to
upper state lifetimes of 38, 76, and 19 ps, respectively. While
homogeneous broadening could conceivably arise either
from direct coupling to the dissociative continuum~vibra-
tional predissociation!, or to a dense manifold of isoenergetic
vibrational states~IVR!, the latter process appears unlikely
as for small systems like He–HN2

1 there is unlikely to be a
sufficient density of quasi-bound vibrational states isoener-
getic with n1. A firm upper limit for the time scale of the

FIG. 3. One dimensional radial intermolecular potential for He1HN2
1~100!

along with the six lowest vibrational levels. The potential up to thens51
level was determined using the rotational RKR procedure using then1 and
n11ns data, while the long range part is due to the polarization interaction
between the He atom and a set of low order multipoles sited on the HN2

1

nuclei.

TABLE VII. Properties of the He–HN2
1 complex determined from the collinear RKR/polarization potentials. Included are energies for the lowest five

vibrational levels, dissociation energies~D0!, and radial equilibrium distances (r e). For He1HN2
1~100! two potentials were generated, the first employing both

the n1 andn11ns data, the second with only then1 data. Note that the experimentalE~1,0! spacing for He1HN2
1~100! is 163.04 cm21.

HN2
1

vibrational
state Levels used

De

~cm21!
D0

~cm21!
r e
~Å!

E~1,0!
~cm21!

E~2,0!
~cm21!

E~3,0!
~cm21!

E~4,0!
~cm21!

E~5,0!
~cm21!

~100! n1 andn11ns 528.8 430.8 3.159 163.6 280.6 349.3 385.9 402.2
n1 527.6 430.3 3.180 174.0 291.2 361.2 397.9 414.3

~000! n1 456.8 378.4 3.210 144.9 250.8 314.5 248.2 363.2
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fragmentation process is provided by the observation that the
dissociation ensues on a time scale less than the ion’s flight
time through the octopole region of the apparatus~roughly
50 ms!.

It is interesting to note the contrasting effects on the
vibrational predissociation/relaxation rate caused by exciting
the intermolecular stretching and bending motions in combi-
nation withn1. Although the precise reason for the lifetime
variations is at present unclear, it is possible that the longer
lifetime for the n11nb combination level is due to a de-
creased averaged projection of the N–H stretch displacement
onto the intermolecular bond, while the increase in the rate
for the n11ns combination may reflect a more favorable
overlap between the bound and continuum wave functions.

IV. He2–HN2
1

Sufficient currents of the He2–HN2
1 trimer were avail-

able for its spectrum to be obtained by monitoring photo-
fragmentation to HN2

1 ~no He–HN2
1 photofragments were

detected!. The resulting spectrum, which is depicted along
with the He–HN2

1 one in Fig. 5, consists of a single broad-
ened peak centred at 316462 cm21, approximately 6 cm21

to higher energy from the He–HN2
1 n1 band. Significantly,

the He2–HN2
1n1 band lacks discernible rotational structure,

despite the fact that for reasonable trimer geometries the ro-
tational constants should be large enough for resolution of
individual rotational features. It is unclear whether the ab-
sence of rotational lines is a consequence of homogeneous
broadening or whether it arises from the presence of a large
number of close lying sequence transitions. Conceivably
both factors contribute.

While the broadened nature of the trimer spectrum
makes it difficult to come to any definite conclusion concern-
ing the arrangement of the He atoms about the HN2

1 core,
one can speculate on the basis of the relatively minor incre-
mental band shift for the second He atom~'6 cm21 to the
blue! compared to the large one for the first~75.5 cm21 to the
red!, that He2–HN2

1 possesses a structure incorporating a
linear He–HN2

1 core to which an extra He atom is loosely
attached. That is, in both the dimer and the trimer it is a
linearly disposed He atom that most influences the N–H
stretching potential, with off-axis atoms having a relatively
minor effect. Interestingly, the situation in the Arn–HCO

1

series, where clusters with up to 13 Ar atoms have been
produced and characterized, is similar, with a huge red shift
accompanying addition of the first Ar, while adding further
Ar atoms results in much smaller incrementalblue shifts.16

This sort of behavior can be contrasted to the one found for
the Arn–HF complexes, where the incremental HF vibra-
tional shifts resulting from the addition of the first 4 Ar at-
oms are all to the red:29.6,25.2,24.4, and20.4 cm21.36

The breakup of vibrationally excited Hen–HN2
1 clusters

can be compared with that of He–N2
1 possessing one quan-

tum of the N–N stretch. First one notes that vibrational re-
laxation is much slower for the Hen–N2

1 clusters~100 ms
time scale12! than it is for He–HN2

1 prepared in then1 level
~tvp;38 ps!. In addition, while excitation of then1 transition
in He2–HN2

1 leads exclusively to HN2
1 fragments ~no

He–HN2
1 photofragments are observed!, the He2–N2

1 ~v51!
complexes decay into both He–N2

1 and N2
1 with a branching

ratio of 55:4537!. In the latter case the N2
1 ~v51! relaxation

appears to be essentially affected by a single He atom, with
its prompt ejection leaving a deenergized He–N2

1 fragment.
Because of its much smaller mass the departing He carries
away most of the vibrational energy. The rapid loss of both
He atoms from He2–HN2

1 prepared in the~100! level would
appear to be most consistent with a two step breakup,
whereby relaxation ofn1 is accompanied by the ejection of

FIG. 4. Slow scans over individual rotational lines for then1, n11nb , and
n11ns bands. The fitted Lorentzian curves have widths of 0.1460.02 cm21

~n1!, 0.0760.02 cm21 ~n11nb!, and 0.2860.08 cm21, respectively.

FIG. 5. Vibrational predissociation spectra of He–HN2
1 and He2–HN2

1 in
the n1 region. In both cases, the spectra were obtained by monitoring the
HN2

1 photofragment intensity.
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the first He atom to leave the HN2
1 core in a vibrationally

excited state~perhaps with one quantum ofn3 or several
quanta ofn2!. Subsequently the second He atom is also
ejected in a second relaxation/predissociation step. Such a
sequential vibrational predissociation process would mini-
mize the amount of energy flowing into the fragments’ rela-
tive translational kinetic energy so avoiding energy gap
bottlenecks.

V. DISCUSSION

The experimental data obtained in the present work pro-
vide a useful impression of the interaction between a He
atom and HN2

1 in the bonding region. The characteristics of
the complex are usefully illuminated by comparing them
with those of the neutral He–HCN van der Waals molecule
~isoelectronic with He–HN2

1!. In contrast to the robust
He–HN2

1 ~D0 of approximately 380 cm21!, He–HCN is ex-
tremely fragile. Although theab initio He•••HCN potential
features an intermolecular potential well depth of 25.3 cm21,
rovibrational calculations show that around 75% of this is
consumed by zero point energy, and no bound intermolecular
stretching states other than the ground state are predicted or
indeed have been observed. The average He•••HCN center-
of-mass separation deduced from the experimentally ob-
tained rotational constants~4.23 Å! is roughly 1 Å longer
than it is for He–HN2

1 ~3.25Å!.
Perhaps most surprisingly He–HN2

1 features a strongly
directional intermolecular bond. In contrast to He–HCN,
where the intermolecular angular potential resembles an el-
liptical moat surrounding the rodlike HCN core,8 the
He•••HN2

1 PES has a pronounced linear proton-bound mini-
mum, with a relatively small zero point excursion
~^f2&1/2511.60!. While clearly charge-induced-dipole polar-
ization interactions should result in significantly higher dis-
sociation energies and intermolecular stretching frequencies
for ionic rare-gas containing complexes, it is not immedi-
ately evident what influence the charge will have on the an-
isotropy of the intermolecular potential. In fact, from the
available evidence it appears that a strongly directional inter-
molecular bond may be a general feature of rare-gas contain-
ing proton-bound complexes. The best documented example
is Ar–H3

1 . There,ab initio calculations reveal that the Ar
atom is bonded in-plane to a vertex of the H3

1 , with the
barrier for planar internal rotation being roughly 1400
cm21.38 Experimental evidence is consistent with a barrier of
this magnitude, with tunneling splittings in the Ar–H3

1 and
Ar–D3

1 microwave spectra having been effectively modeled
using a barrier height of 1000 cm21.39 It should also be re-
marked that not all He containing ionic complexes feature
strongly directional intermolecular bonds. For example,
He–N2

1 has been shown through calculations40 and spectro-
scopic studies12–14 to have a PES where the intermolecular
angular motion is practically unhindered and is almost a free
internal rotor.

It is interesting to observe that the intermolecular bond
in He–HN2

1 appears to be somewhat stronger than it is in the
isoelectronic He–HCO1 complex,15 as evidenced by the

shorter intermolecular separation~3.25 Å compared to 3.67
Å!, and smaller centrifugal distortion constant~3.931026

cm21 compared to 10.031026 cm21!. This ordering in the
intermolecular bond strengths is in line with thermochemical
studies which demonstrate that dissociation energies of
proton-bound complexes are usually inversely correlated
with the difference in the constituents’ proton affinities41

~P.A.’s: He 42.5 kcal/mol, N2 118 kcal/mol, and CO 142
kcal/mol!. As well, He–HCO1 and He–HN2

1 follow the
trend of stronger intermolecular bonds being associated with
large complexation induced redshifts in the effective proton
stretching frequency~vibrational band shifts of 12.4 and 75.5
cm21 respectively!. This correspondence is well known in
neutral hydrogen bonded systems.42

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The results of the current study can be summarized as
follows:

~1! TheB value for the ground state of He–HN2
1 is consis-

tent with a center-of-mass distance of roughly 3.25 Å
with a 0.04 Å bond contraction accompanying excitation
of n1.

~2! The presence of the He atom has a pronounced effect on
the effective proton stretching potential;n1 in the com-
plex is depressed by 75.5 cm21 compared to free HN2

1 .
~3! The ~n11nb!2n1 and ~n11ns!2n1 spacings are, respec-

tively, 96.2 and 163.0 cm21.
~4! Approximate one dimensional radial potentials for the

collinear interaction of He with HN2
1 have been devel-

oped by combining spectroscopic and theoretical data.
These potentials are characterized byD0 values of 378
and 431 cm21 for HN2

1 in its ~000! and ~100! states.
Energies for excited intermolecular stretching states have
been predicted.

~5! From individual rotational linewidths estimates for the
vibrational predissociation lifetimes of 38 ps~n1!, 76 ps
~n11nb!, and 19 ps~n11ns! are obtained.

~6! Then1 spectrum of He2–HN2
1 is consistent with a trimer

structure whereby one of the He atoms occupies a fa-
vored linear proton-bound position to form a He–HN2

1

core to which the second He is loosely attached.
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